
 

General comments 

 

The aim of the paper is clear. It is validation of satellite OPEMW precipitation product with ground-based 

weather radar and rain gauges network in Italy. The study is interesting both from the scientific as well as 

the practical perspective mostly because of the spatial and the temporal scales of it. Validation is made for 

the territory of all Italy and based on annual datasets derived from OPEMW products, 20 weather radars 

and more than 3000 rain gauges. Considerable size of database and its processing burden shall be 

appreciated.  

 

We are grateful for the positive feedback and the constructive comments below. Our replies are shown in 

red hereafter, while modifications to the text are highlighted in yellow within the revised manuscript. 

 

Specific comments 

 

1) Results of OPEMW sri products comparisons with RGN sri and RNC sri are discussed mainly from the 

statistical perspective. It means that visible scatter of points for sri >7-10mmh−1 in Fig. 7-9 is 

explained by the low number of cases (as seen in Fig. 6). It is possible good but not complete 

explanation of results. Most probably the discussion of results should be enhanced by considering 

the mechanism of precipitation. Maybe PEMW algorithm works better for stratiform precipitation 

than for convective rainfalls which somehow explains better performance for small sri values bins up 

to about 7mmh−1 and for winter periods when convection is rarely observed (see Fig. 8&9)? Maybe 

also PEMW algorithm works better for stratiform precipitation than for orographic rainfalls which to 

some extent explains the location of red areas in Fig. 10&11 over Alps region? Diagnosis of the scale 

of precipitation type influence on PEMW algorithm performance is probably hard to be done, 

especially for the whole database. So consider this comment mainly as suggestion, possibly for future 

research. However maybe it is possible to test this hypothesis at least for a sample of data.  

 

We agree with the reviewer that little discussion was provided concerning the possible reasons for 

degraded performances at higher sri values. Thus, we have added the text below to Section 4.2. 

Concerning the low number of cases, we only meant to stress that this reduces the statistical 

significance of quantitative results.  

 “However, the results above are influenced by larger sri values, which again are less reliable due to 

much lower statistical significance. Nevertheless, there may be reasons for the OPEMW 

underestimation at high sri related with the precipitation mechanism. Although the synthetic training 

of the PEMW algorithm also accounted for extreme scenarios (Di Tomaso et al. 2009), Figure 6 seems 

to suggest that it works better for stratiform (relatively lower) rather than for convective (relatively 

higher) rainfall. The analysis of the influence of precipitation type on algorithm performances shall be 

the object of future research.” 

“Note that fall is characterized by high occurrence of heavy precipitation over Italy. Orographic 

precipitation and Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) play an important role due to steep slopes in 

the vicinity of large coastal areas, often causing localized hailstorms with cluster organized cells 

(Ferretti et al. 2013)” 

 

2) The spatial-temporal analysis of the results for OPEMW and ground-reference (either RGN or RNC) sri 

products showed an increase in mean absolute difference over the Alps and along the northern 

Apennines during winter (see Fig. 10&11). This was related to the presence of snow on the ground, 

which is a well-known source of uncertainty for passive microwave. This is also probably not the 

complete explanation. Most probably the performance of rain gauges networks in mountainous 

regions of Italy is strongly affected by the form of precipitation (snow instead rainfall) and air 

temperature. It could be expected that the most gauges used in Italy are still tipping buckets. For this 



type of gauges direct snow precipitation measurements are impossible and melting of snow is 

necessary at their orifices (heating of snow and ice leads to evaporation losses). This could be the 

source of substantial measuring errors. Another question is if the density of rain gauges networks 

over the Alps and along the northern Apennines is the same as in other parts of Italy. There is no 

information about the gauges density distribution over Italy. Maybe “larger errors affecting the rain 

gauges deployed in Sicily” could be explained by instrumental differences (older type, less precise 

gauges) and/or sparser gauges density? Finally some focus could be given on the uncertainty of radar 

measurements of snow and snow&rain precipitations over mountainous regions.  

 

We agree with the reviewer that snow on the ground may be not the only reason of the increasing 

difference over the mountain regions. We also agree on the limitations of rain gauge and radar 

observations during snowfall. We have added these considerations on the revised manuscript 

(Section 4.3) as well as more information about the raingauge network density and type (Section 

2.3). Thank you for pointing this out. 

Concerning the gauges in Sicily, unfortunately there seem to be no information about possible 

instrumental differences. We have added this information in Section 5. 

 

3) The use of adjective: “significant” in numerous parts of manuscript should be reconsidered. Especially 

the phrase “significant difference” suggests that some statistical hypothesis was tested and for 

example rejected at some probability level. See page 4295 or 4292: Here we do not notice significant 

difference (visible diference?) between the four seasons, all of which tend to confirm the results in 

Fig. 7.  

 

Agreed. We replaced “significant” with “substantial” throughout the manuscript, except where it was 

meant to mean the statistical significance of a sample. Thanks for pointing this out. 

 

4) It is proposed to add min-max. or standard deviation (error bars) for OPEWM sri values in Fig. 7-9. It 

should be done at least for Fig. 7 to display the ranges of OPEWM sri values estimated for the 

following bins of RGN and RNC sri products. In order to keep Fig. 7 visibility it could be composed of 

four plots derived separately for RGN and RNC sri products and red/blue markers.  

 

Agreed. We have added two panels to Figure 6 and error bars to Figure 7 showing the standard 

deviation of OPEWM sri within each RGN and RNC bins.  

 

5) The summary and conclusions paragraph should be rewritten. At current form it seems to be only the 

study summary. Some sentences seems to be almost copied from the body of former chapters.  

 

Agree. We have rewritten Section 5 to improve the discussion, conclusions, and future work. 

 

Technical corrections 

 

Page 4286:  

The data set considered here covers one full year (July 2011–June 2012); data were processed for searching 

space-time 5 colocation, ensuring data quality, and finally computing statistical scores for quantitative 

performance evaluation.  

Sentence is too long and its meaning is not clear.  

 

Agreed. The sentence has been partitioned to make it more effective. 

 

Page 4287 – this sentence is not clear.  



Similarly, FOVs with less than 10 rain gauges are discarded, and only those for which more than 95% of the 

rain gauge (gauges???) detects either rain or not rain are considered.  

 

Agreed. The sentence has been modified to make it more clear. 

 

Page 4288:  

….the contingency table reports the hits, misses, correct negatives, and false alarms of OPEMW rain 

detection (0/1 for rainy/non-rainy) with respect to RNC and RGN sri.  

Sentence is not clear. Please explain the meaning of correct negatives. Are correct negatives the same as 

null (N) events – see Appendix A.  

 

Agreed. We replaced with “correct null” throughout the manuscript and rewritten completely the sentence 

to make it more clear. 

 

Page 4290:  

Use of “–“ suggests the range of values, which is not the case, as for example:  

The perfect value for HHS and ETS is 1.0 while here these get to HHS = 0.42–0.45 and ETS = 0.27–0.29 (the 

first number being with respect to RGN while the second to RNC).  

 

Agreed. We replaced “-“ with parenthesis except where it seemed appropriate. 

 

Page 4290:  

This demonstrates the increasing OPEMW detection skills as the rainfall becomes more and more 

significant.  

Maybe it is better to write: …the rainfall becomes more intense or …rainfall intensity increases  

 

Agreed. 

 

Page 4293:  

which is a well-know (well-known?) source of uncertainty for passive microwave estimates of rainfall.  

 

Agreed. Apologies for the typo. 

 

Page 4296:  

…and it is the ratio of the estimated to observed rain areas, thus indicating whether there is a tendency to 

over or underestimate…  

Please, change estimated to detected to be in agreement with the rest of paragraph. 

Agreed. Thanks for pointing this out. 

 


